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ABSTRACT 
A gyrocompass with three degrees of freedom is studied and an 
attempt made to solve the exact equations of motion numerically. 
The equations are obtained by using the Lagrange formulation of the 
problem. The kinetic energy and the potential energy of the system 
are determined from the energies of the various components. These 
ii 
are then substituted into Lagrange's equation to obtain the three 
equations of motion for the three angular coordinates. As few re-
strictive assumptions as possible are made during this development. 
From these exact equations of motion an approximate analytical solu-
tion is obtained by making several assumptions and then solving the 
linearised equations. As the requirement of a gyrocompass is to point 
North at any instant, an equilibrium configuration of the system is 
sought to find the inclination of the gyro axis with the horizontal 
in a position of steady motion. 
The exact equations of motion are complicated. Hence they are 
solved with the help of a high speed digital computer using numerical 
methods for solving differential equations. The methods used are the 
Runge-Kutta method of order 4, and the Hamming method of order 1. 
A comparison is made between the two methods to find which is the 
better for solving such a system of equations. A comparison is also 
made between the numerical solution to the exact equations of motion 
and the approximate analytical solution to check the effect of the 
approximations made. Graphs are plotted from the results obtained. 
Suggestions are made for further work. 
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"Developments in the exploration of space have brought to the 
forefront many new problems in science and technology. Motion in outer 
space poses unusual dynamic problems the solution of which requires 
a thorough knowledge and understanding of the pertinent dynamical 
principles and techniques of analysis. Three-dimensional attitude 
problems involving gyroscopic phenomena play an important part in the 
behavior of guidance instrumentation and in establishing the motion 
of space vehicles. For most problems, the high speeds encountered in 
space motion are not sufficiently great, in a relativistic sense, to 
invalidate Newton's laws of motion, and a knowledge of classical 
mechanics serves as adequate foundation for a description of the pheno-
mena encountered" - w. T. Thompson. 
The gyrocompass is the subject considered in the present study. 
This instrument is often employed for inertial navigation. In its 
simplest form, it consists of a rotor, an inner gimbal to which it is 
attached, an outer gimbal enclosing the framework, and a pendulous 
weight, attached to the inner gimbal. The gyrocompass is an ingenious 
application of the gyroscope. It is affected by gravity and also by 
the earth's rotation, so that the gyro axis is in equilibrium only 
when it points North i.e., when it lies in the plane formed by the 
local vertical and the earth's North-South axis. If the compass is 
disturbed so that it points away from the North, the moments acting 
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on it will restore it to the correct North position. If the axis of 
the gyro is vertical, it can be used in aviation to locate the vertical. 
Due to the extremely high angular velocity of the rotor, the analysis 
of the motion of the gyrocompass is generally difficult. Attempts 
have been made to obtain a simplified solution to the problem and it . 
has been found that the energy method presents the simplest means of 
obtaining the differential equation of motion. In the present dis-
cussion, the Lagrangian approach is employed throughout to obtain the 
differential equations of motion. Due to a simultaneous motion in 
all the three angular directions, the equations of motion are non-
linear and coupled. It is of principal concern to solve for the motion 
in all angular directions. The complicated nature of the equations 
gives rise to difficulties in solving them. Hence, assumptions are 
made to linearize the equations. 
An effort is also made to utilize the numerical methods available 
to solve the equations on a digital computer. The Runge-Kutta method 
and the Hamming's method of orders four and one respectively, are found 
to be the most suitable for the form of equations under discussion. 
This approach is different from the methods which have been applied 
previously. It also is the purpose of this research to study the 
accuracy with which the solutions are obtained with the help of a 
computer. For this purpose, the problem is solved both analytically 
(after making several assumptions) and on a digital computer. 
The comparison between the usefulness of the two methods and a 
discussion of their applications forms the basis of this research. 
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However, it should be noted that although a gyrocompass has been used 
in this analysis, the analysis can as well be applied to other similar 
instruments. 
B. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The analysis of the motion of a gyrocompass is generally covered 
in works on aerospace mechanics. However, in every case, several 
assumptions are made to simplify the nature of the equations. 
(1) 
W. T. Thompson has made the following assumptions: (i) The 
angular deviation of the spin axis out of the meridian plane, ~, and 
its inclination above the horizontal, a, are small. (ii) The angular 
momenta about the precession as well as the nutation axes are negli-
gible in comparison with that about the spin axis. His conclusions 
are based on these assumptions. 
Because of the wide applications of the gyrocompass, several 
technical papers on the subject have appeared recently. 
(10) 
M. Kayton describes the drift of the stable platform caused by 
the gyrorotor unbalance. 
(11) 
D. R. Merkin has shown that the previously established stability 
conditions for precessional motion of the frame can be extended to 
a general case. 
(12) 
W. G. Wing explains the uses of a gyrostabilised platform and 
shows that inertial systems, based on Newton's laws of motion, can 
measure the total acceleration vector of a vehicle and calculate ve-
hicle speed and position. 
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(13) 
V. N. Koshlykov reduces the equations of motion of the gyro-
horizon-compass to a system with constant coefficients and presents 
a rigorous analytic justification of passage to the simplified equa-
tions of J. M. Geckeler. 
(14) 
A. M. Tabarovskii has obtained the approximate equations of 
motion and has then reduced the integration of these equations to 
quadratures. The method of Chetaev has been used in the discussion 
on stability. 
(15) 
A. G. Lindgreen and M. P. Feder have discussed the stability and 
control of gyroscopic bodies with two degrees of freedom. 
3,6 
Figure 1. 
MECHANICAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE GYROCOMPASS 
R = Rotor 
I.G. = Inner Gimbal 
O.G. = Outer Gimbal 
w = Pendulous Weight (point mass) 
s = Shaft 
B = Bearing 
Ar = Massless arm to which the pendulous 
weight is attached 
5 
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II. DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
A. MECHANICAL ARRANGEMENT 
The gyrocompass was found to be applicable to marine navigation 
in the middle of the eighteenth century. Until then, the magnetic 
compass was used in all navigational instruments. The purpose of 
overcoming the defects of the magnetic compass was indeed served; 
although, it was only around 1910 that really successful instruments 
were developed. There have been several improvements through the 
years. However, the theory behind its working has always been, and 
shall always be the same. The modern gyrocompass essentially consists 
of a rotor (the gyroscope) whose motion is governed by the combined 
action of the earth's rotation and the moment produced by a gravita-
tional force. A small mass is generally arranged to exert a gravita-
tional torque about the 8-axis (see Figure 1). The rotor-axis 7 is 
always expected to point to the North. If the axis is deflected from 
the North, it will execute a slow oscillation and ultimately come to 
rest in the direction pointing towards the North. The mechanical 
arrangement of the compass, in its simplest form is such that the gyro-
rotor is mounted on a shaft, which is connected to bearings rigidly 
attached to the inner of the two supporting rings, called the "gimbals". 
The inner gimbal is a ring with a built-in or a rigidly fixed arm 
carrying the pendulous weight. The arm is responsible for always 
keeping the center of mass of the pendulous weight in the -9 direction. 
However, it is necessary that no relative motion between the pendulous 
weight and the inner gimbal is permitted, as the only purpose of the 
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pendulous weight is to provide a restoring torque about the 8-axis, 
and thus help in bringing the nutational motion of the gyro to rest. 
Again, the inner gimbal is itself mounted on another shaft which 
connects it to the outer supporting gimbal by means of a bearing which 
is similar to the bearing connecting the gyro-shaft to the inner gim-
bal. The inner gimbal is free to rotate about its shaft. The outer 
gimbal is the supporting ring that encloses the entire arrangement, 
and it is mounted on a vertical shaft about which it rotates. There 
are several ways of externally mounting the entire instrument but as 
they do not contribute to the motion of the components, they are not 
considered in the present discussion. 
In the modern gyrocompass, different means of exerting torque, 
than the pendulous weight are used. An example of this is the Sperry 
compass which uses a Servo-system instead of the pendulous weight. 
The gyro-axis is generally the pointer which indicates the direction. 
The above-mentioned are only the essential features of the gyrocompass. 
Many other accessories are also provided to improve the performance 
of the instrument. 
B. THE REFERENCE COORDINATE SYSTEM 
In developing the equations of motion for any body, it is necessary 
to specify the reference coordinate systems. Newtonian mechanics has 
no single, preferred frame of reference. The Inertial or Newtonian 
reference frame is defined as any rigid set of coordinate axes for 





REFERENCE COORDINATE SYSTEMS X-Y-Z AND 1-2-3 
N.P. = North Pole 
S.P. = South Pole 
EQ = Equator 
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For the present problem, the primary reference system will be 
the XYZ system with its origin located at the center of the earth 
(see Figure 2). An auxiliary reference system 123 is attached to 
the earth, on its surface, at latitude A. The Z axis always passes 
through the North pole while the X and the Y-axes always lie in the 
equatorial plane. The 123-axes are situated so that they always re-
main fixed at the same latitude and longitude, i.e., there is no 
relative motion between the 123-axes, and the surface of the earth. 
The 3 axis always points in the direction of the local vertical and 
the 1 axis always points North in the direction of the local hori-
zontal. Hence the 2 axis always points to the West in the direction 
of the local horizontal. The earth's attractive force acts in the 
-e3 direction. 
The origin of the 123-axes is the same as the center of mass of 
the gyrocompass rotor. A second auxiliary system 456 (see Figure 1) 
is attached to the outer gimbal, such that axis-6 always points to 
the local vertical. Yet another auxiliary system 789 is attached to 
the inner gimbal, in such a manner that the spin axis of the rotor 
is the 7 axis. The origins of the 456 and the 789 systems are coin-
cident with that of the 123 system, as can be easily seen from Fig. 1. 
C. ASSUMPTIONS 
In this thesis, although an attempt is made to obtain the equations 
of motion for as general a case as possible, it was found that some 
assumptions were necessary in order to reduce the complexity of the 
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equations of motion. However, care has been taken to see that the 
number of assumptions made is as small as possible, and that these 
assumptions do not affect the results signigicantly. The assumptions 
are listed as follows: 
1. The primary reference frame for any rotational motion should 
be a Newtonian reference frame. Although, no single preferred frame 
of reference can be labelled as the Newtonian reference frame, one 
might consider a system at the center of the sun or at the center of 
mass of the solar system, and nonrotating with respect to the so-called 
fixed stars as the most adequate reference frame. But, in a case like 
the one under discussion, where distances traveled are short relative 
to the earth's radius, a system fixed at the center of the earth and 
translating with it would not be an unreasonable approximation to a 
Newtonian reference system. Hence the XYZ system is considered as a 
Newtonian reference frame throughout the discussion. 
2. The earth is assumed to be rotating about the Z-axis at a 
constant angular velocity of n radians per second, where 
-5 Q = 7.27 X 10 rad/sec 
3. The 123 axes which are attached to the center of mass of the 
gyrocompass are assumed to remain at a constant latitude, as well as 
at a constant longitude. In other words, the gyrocompass, or the 
vehicle carrying it, is assumed to remain stationary. However, this 
assumption does not affect the results significantly. 
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Aligned 
tP = 0 
2.,5,8 a = 0 
Figure 3. 
3,G.9 
1st Rotation,t)J about 3-axis 
5,6 




2nd Rotation,a about 8-axis 
a = a 
Figure 5. 
UNIT VECTOR TRANSFORMATION 
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4. Actually, the gyrocompass will be situated at some height 
above the ground level, i.e. the center of mass of the gyro or the 
origin of the 123 system will remain at a certain height from the 
earth's surface. But this height being extremely small in comparison 
to the radius of the earth, is neglected and the distance between the 
center of the earth and the origin of the 123 system is considered to 
be the same as the radius of the earth. 
D. UNIT VECTOR TRANSFORMATION EQUATIONS 
The general motion of the gyrocompass is such that the rotor 
rotates about the 7 axis with a velocity of ~ radians per second. The 
outer gimbal is free to rotate about the 6-axis, and the angular dis-
placement in this direction is ~ radians. This motion is known as 
"precession". The inner gimbal is free to rotate about the 8 axis, 
and the angular displacement in this direction is a radians. This 
motion is termed as "nutation". All the rotations are either clockwise 
or counter-clockwise, according to the right-hand screw rule. 
The origin of the 789 system is coincident with that of the 123 
and the 456 systems; the rotation of the 456 system with respect to the 
123 system is specified by the angle ~' while rotating the 456 axes 
about the 3 axis (and the 6 axis) through an angle ~. The rotation of 
the 789 system relative to the 123 system is specified by the angles 
~ and a. The rotation through the angle ~ corresponds to rotating 789 
away from alignment with the 123 system through ~ radians, about the 
3 (and the 6, and the 9) axis. Then the 789 system is rotated through 
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a about the 8 axis. It is important to preserve the order of these 
rotations as finite rotations do not add vectorially. The respective 
rotations can be visualized from figures 3, 4, and 5. 
Now that a complete picture of the general motion is in mind, it 
will be convenient to present the unit vector transformation equations. 
" Let a unit vector along the 1, 2 and 3 axis be e1 , e 2 , and e 3 
respectively. 
" " " Let e4 , e 5 , e 6 and e 7 , e8 , e 9 be similar notations. 
The relationship between 456 and 123, from Figure 5 can be written 
as 
" cos1/J·el sin1/i·e2 + O·~ e4 = + 3 
e5 = -sin1/J·~ + cos1/J·~2 + 0·~ 1 3 
" " " 
e6 = O·e 1 + O·e 2 + l•e 3 
Or, representing in matrix notation, 
" 
e4 cos1jJ sin1/J 0 
" 
e5 
= -sin1jJ cos1jJ 0 (1) 
e6 0 0 1 
Similarly, 789 and 456 are related by, 
" + o·e " e.7 = cosa·e4 + sina·e6 5 
e.8 = o·e. 4 + 1·e 5 + o·e.6 
" " + o·e " e9 = -sin a e4 5 + cosa·e6 
In matrix notation, 
€7 cos a. 0 sina. e4 
,... 
0 1 0 
,... 
e8 = es 
A 
-sina. 0 ,... e9 cos a. e6 
Substituting equation (1) into equation (2), the relationship 
between 789 and 123 is 
,... 
e7 cos a 0 sin a. coslJ; sinlJ; 0 
A 
el 
e8 = 0 1 0 -sinlJ; coslJ; 0 A e2 
e9 -sino. 0 coso. 0 0 1 e3 
A 
e7 coslJ;·cosa cosa•sinlJ; sino. 
A 
el 
e8 = -sinlJ; coslJ; 0 
,... 
e2 






From equations (3), an inverse relationship between 123 and 789 
can also be obtained as 
A 
coslJ;•cosa -sinlJ; el -coslJ;•sina 
,... 
e7 




e3 coso. e9 
This sums up all the unit vector transformation equations. 
E. ANGULAR VELOCITY VECTORS 
With all the unit vector transformation equations at hand, the 
determination of the angular velocities of each component of the gyro-
compass is simplified. In order to obtain the angular velocity vectors 
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of the rotor with respect to the XYZ system, we shall proceed step 
by step, first determining the velocity of 123 with respect to XYZ, 
then of 456 with respect to 123, then of 789 with respect to 456, and 
finally of the rotor with respect to 789. The intermediate step of 
determining the velocities of 456 may be omitted as a relationship 
between 789 and 123 has already been obtained. 
The angular velocity of the earth, with respect to the XYZ system 
is, wearth/XYZ = nk where i, J and k are unit vectors along the X, Y 
and Z axis, respectively. 
From Figure 2, Qk = QcosAe1 + QsinAe3 • 
and QsinA by ns' ~earth/XYZ = ncel + nse3. 
Denoting ncosA by Q , 
c 
There is no relative motion between 123 and the earth. 
wl23/XYZ = wl23/earth + wearth/XYZ 
wl23/XYZ = Qc~l + Qs~3 
If w123 /XYZ is written as 
A A A 
wl23/XYZ = ~~ + w2e2 + w3e3 
we have wl = Q c 
w2 = 0 
w3 = Q s 
Outer Gimbal: 
The angular velocity of the outer gimbal is given by 
w456/XYZ = w456/123 + wl23/XYZ 
. -
= 1j;e3 + wl23/XYZ 
w456/XYZ = ~ el + (~+n ) 
A 
c s e3 
= ~c(cos1J;e4 - sinlj;es) + (~+~ ) s 
If w456 /XYZ is written as 
Inner Gimbal: 
w456/XYZ = w4e4 + w5e5 + w6e6' then 
w4 = ~ccoslj; 
w5 = -~csinlj; 
w6 = 1jJ + ~s 
A 
e6 
The angular velocity of the inner gimbal is given by 
- (1) 
w~89/XYZ = w789/123 + wl23/XYZ 
= -ae + ~e3 + wl23/XYZ 8 
~ el + <~~ ) A = -ae8 + e3 c s 
From equation (4) ' 
(l)As the angular velocity of the inner gimbal, and that of the 
rotor , both correspond to the angular velocity of the 7-8-9 
coord~nate system with the slight difference Qf the rotor velocity 
term <P in the angular velocity of the rotor, w~89 is used to de-
note the velocity of the inner gimbal, and ~89 that of the 
rotor. 
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Substituting these values in the equation above, 
w189 /XYZ = -ae8 + ~c[cos~·cosae7 - sin~e8 
-cos~·sinae9 ] + 
(~+~s)[sinae7 + 0 e8 + cosaegl 
If w189/XYZ = w1e7 + w8e8 + w9e9, then 
w* = ~ cos~·cosa + (~~ )sina 7 c s 
w8 = -(a~csin~) 
w9 = (~~ )·cosa - ~ ·cos~·sina s c 
Rotor: 
The angular velocity of the rotor is given by, 
wrotor/XYZ = wrotor/~89 + w~89/XYZ 
= ~e7 + w~89 /XYz 
= w 789/XYZ 
~ ~ ~ 
If w789/XYZ = w7e7 + w8e8 + w9e9' 
. 
= ~ c • cos~· cosa + (~-+fl s) • sina + 4> 
= - (a-+fl • sin~) 
c 
. 
= (~+" s) ·co sa - ~ c ·cos~· sina 
F. TOTAL SYSTEM KINETIC ENERGY 
17 
In order to apply Lagrange's equation to the system, at a later 
stage, to obtain the equations of motion, it is necessary to determine 
the total kinetic energy of the system. 
The total kinetic energy consists of the kinetic energy due to 
translational motion as well as rotational motion. 
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T = T + T gyro trans rot 
The translational kinetic energy is given by, 
K. E. = 1/2 (mass) x (velocity of center of mass) 2 
The rotational kinetic energy is given by 
K. E. = 1/2 (inertia) x (angular velocity of center of mass) 2 
Hence, T can be obtained from, trans 
T = 1/2 m •V 2 + 1/2 m ·v 2 + 1/2 m ·v 2 + 1/2 mv2 trans rotor o I.G. o O.G. o 
where, I. G. = Inner gimbal 
O.G. = Outer gimbal 
m = mass of pendulous weight 
vo = magnitude of the velocity of the gyrocompass 
= magnitude of the velocity of earth at E (see Fig. 6) 
= (radius of earth) X (angular velocity of earth) 
= constant 
v = velocity of pendulous weight 
Here, it is necessary to note that the kinetic energy due to 
translational motion of the pendulous weight is not included in the 
kinetic energy of the inner gimbal i.e., although the pendulous weight 
is built-in with the inner gimbal, both are considered individually. 
Also, as the Lagrangian equations involve only the derivatives of 
the kinetic energy, and the mass as well as the velocity of all compo-
nents except those of the pendulous weight are constants, terms in the 
expression for Tt contributed by these components may be dropped 
rans 













POSITION OF PENDULOUS WEIGHT IN THE SYSTEM 
ABCD = Plane formed by local vertical & North 
EFGH = Plane formed by local vertical & ~vest 
0 = Center of the earth 
R = Radius of earth 
l = Length of pendulum 
e = eccentricitv in the direction of East 
19 
Hence, T 




In order to calculate v, it is necessary to look at the position 
v~ctor of the pendulous weight, relative to the origin of the primary 
reference system XYZ located at the center of the earth, and then 
differentiate it with respect to time. At this stage, in order to 
produce damping for the oscillation of the gyrocompass, let the pendulous 
weight be moved to the East of the centerline by a distance "e". This 
way, a moment about the 9 axis is introduced due to the eccentricity 
which provides damping in a general case. 
From Figure 6, the position vector of the center of mass of the pen-




= R·e - t·e 3 9 
A 
- e•e 8 
But, from elementary vector. analysis, wi.th the usual notations 
Substituting, 






el e2 e3 e7 e8 eg e7 e8 e9 
* -R, * = R wl ~2 w3 -e w7 WB Wg w7 w8 Wg 
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
from sections E and D, respectively. 
Rearranging, 
Substituting in equation for Ttrans' 
2 Ttrans = 1/2 m [(ew9-~w8 - Rncsin~cosa) + 
(~w~ - Rnccos~) 2 + (Rncsin~sina - ew~) 2 ] 
The kinetic energy due to rotational motion is given by, 
Define the inertias of various components as follows: 
For O.G., 
I44 = co 
Iss = I66 = A ' due to symmetry 0 
For I.G.' 
I77 = CI 
I88 = AI 
I99 = BI 
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For rotor, 
r 88 = r 99 = A, due to symmetry 





2 2 2 
= 112 [144w4 + 1ssws + 166w6 ] 
= l/2[Cow42 + Ao(w52 + w62)] 
= l/2[I 77 w~2 + r 88 w82 + r 99 w92 ] 
= l/2[Ciw;2 + Aiw82 + Biw92] 
(Trot)rotor = l/2[r77 w7
2 + r 88wg2 + r 99 w9
2] 
= l/2[Cw72 + A(w82 + w9
2)] 





2 2 2 
= l/2[C
0




T = T + T 
rot trans 
2 T = l/2[C
0
w4 
(A+BI) w9 2 + C w 2 + C w* 2 + m{ ( R-w* 7 I 7 7 
+ (RfJcsinljlsina - cw7 *)
2 + 
( ew9 - 9vw8 - RfJ c sin 1)icos a) 
2}] 
which is the expression for the total system kinetic energy. 
22 
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G. EQUATIONS OF HOTION 
The equaticns of motion of a system can be obtained by several 
different methods. One of the most convenient methods of obtaining the 
equations of motion is to apply Lagrange's equations to the system. 
To use Lagrange's equation, it is necessary to define: 
1. ~ralized Coordinates: A set of independent coordinates 
that are necessary and sufficient to describe the motion 
of a system completely. 
2. Holonomic System: A system described by n generalized 
coordinates q1 , q2 , ••• , qn with m constraint equations 
of the form 
(i = 1, 2, ••• m) 
is a Holonoruic system. In such a system, the required 
number of generalized coordinates is the same as the 
number of degrees of freedom. 
3. Conservative System: A conservative system is one in which 
the work done is merely a function of position, and is inde-
pendent of the path taken by the force doing the work. Thus, 
work done by a conservative force system around any closed 
path must be zero. Forces such as the frictional forces in 
the system are nonconservative. 





T = kinetic energy of the system 
= 1,2,3 = generalized coordinates $, a, and ¢ respectively 
Qi = generalized forces in the direction of the generalize 
coordinates 
If the system is conservative, Qi = -au 
aq. ' 
1 
where U = potential energy of the system. 
Defining the Lagrangian function L as 
L = T - U 
the equations (5) now reduce to 
If the system is non-conservative, 
au Q = R - --- , where i i aq. 
1 
R. are the nonconservative generalized forces acting on the systen 
1 




form of Lagrange's equations. 
Ri , which is the general 
Returning to our system, let the damping forces due to viscous 
friction at the bearings, etc. be, 
Rl = -Dl2~ = torque damping the angular motion in the 
$ direction 
R = 







' • • • v • 
POTENTIAL ENERGY OF THE PENDULOUS WEIGHT 
R3 = -n56¢ = torque damping the angular motion in the 
rp direction 
D12 , D34 , n56 =viscous damping coefficients = constants 
Considering plane 1-2 as the reference, the potential energy u 
can be written as, 
U = -w.R,cosa.. 
Hence, the generalized forces Qi can be written as, 
Ql = Rl _..QQ=R = -Dl2~ olJJ 1 
Q2 = R2 -.@ = -n34& - w.R,sina. ca. 
- ..QQ. = . Q3 = R3 -ns6r1> orp 
From (5), the equations of motion are obtained as, 
(i) 
.£.__ o: - .Q!. = -(n34 a, + w.R,sina.) (ii) dt Oa. 6a. 
.£.__ oT - .Q!. = -D cj, (iii) 
dt a~ a¢ 34 
Substituting appropriate terms in the above equations leads to 
the exact equations of motion. 
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(6) 
The various derivatives of the kinetic energy function T, appeari 
in the equations of motion are obtained as follows: 
oT 
-= 
olJJ 1/2[-c n 
2
sin21jJ +A n 2sin21jJ - 2(A+A_)w8n COSljJ 0 c 0 c -l: c 
+ 2(A+B )w9n sinljJsina. - 2cw7n sinljJcosa. I c c 
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- 2Ciw~ncsin~cosa + 2m(tw~- Rnccos~)· 
(-tn cosasin~ + Rn sin~)+ 2m(Rn sinasin~- ew*)· 
c c c 7 
(Rncsinacos~ + encsin~cosa) + 2m(ew9 -twa- Rncsin~cosa)· 
(en sin~sina + t~ cos~ - Rn cos~cosa)] 






l/2[nc sin2~(A0-C0 ) - 2(A+A1 )wa·nc·cos~ + 2ncsin~ 
· {(A+B1)w9 ·sina- cosa(c~7 + c1w~)} + 2m{ncsin~ 
( tw *7 -Rn cos~) · (R - tcosa) + (Rn sinasin~ - ew*) · 
c c 7 
(Rncsinacos~ + encsin~cosa) +(ew9 - twa- Rncsin~cosa)· 
(encsin~sina + nccos~(t-Rcosa))}] 
oT ~ = l/2[2A0 (~+ns) + 2(A+B1)w9cosa + 2Cw7sina + 2C1w~sina 
+ 2m{tsina(tw;- Rnccos~) + (Rncsinasin~- ew~)· 
(-esina) + (ew9 - twa- Rncsin~cosa)•(ecosa)}] 
Rearranging, 
~! = [A0 (~~s) + (A+B1)w9cosa + (Cw7 + c1w~)sina + mtsina 
(twj - Rnccos~) - mesina(Rncsinasin~ - ew~) + 
mecosa(ew9 - twa - Rncsin~cosa) ] 
{(~+n )cos~- n cos~sina} + 
s c 
nccos~cosa} + 2(Cw7 
2m{(tw~- Rnccos~) 
[tcosa(~+n) - tn sinacos~] + (Rn sinasin~- ew*7)· s c c 
(Rn cosasin~ + en cos~sina - e(~+n )cosa) + 
c c s 
(ew - tw - Rn sin~cosa)·[-e(~+n )sina 9 a c s 
-en cos~cosa + Rn sin~sina]}] 
c c 
Rearranging, 
oT [(cw 7 + c1w;)·{(~+Qs)coso.- ~ccoslj!sino.} - (A+B1)w9 
{(~+Qs)sino. + ~ccoslj!coso.} + m(~w;- ~ccoslj!)· 
{~coso.(~~) - ~~ sino.coslj!} + m(~ sino.sinlj!- ew*7). s c c 
{(~ sinlj!- e(~+Q ))•coso. + e~ coslj!sino.} + 
c s c 
m(ew9 - ~w8 - ~ sinlj!cosa).{(~ sinlj!- e(~+n )) c c s 




o¢ = o; 
Before proceeding with the equations of motion, define, 
Hl = (~ffis) 
H2 = (Cw7 + Ciw7) 
H3 = (~w~ - Rnccoslj!) 
H4 = (R~ sino.sinlj! - ew*) c 7 
H5 = (ew9 - £w8 - Rncsinlj!coso.) 
H6 = coslj!sino.·a 
H7 = sinlj!coso.·~ 
~ COSlj!COSO. 
c 
H9 = ~ccos11Jsino. 
H1o = ~csin11Jsino. 
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H12 = -H9 ·a- H11 ·~ + H1 ·cosn·a 
H = n 2(. sin2~ 13 c Ao-Co) 2 - (A+AI)wa·n cos~- H2·H + (A+B )·w ·H 
c 11 I 9 10 
+ ~{Rncsin~·H3- ~·H3·Hll + (R·HlO- ewj)·(R·Hg + e•Hll) 
+ H5 (e·H10 + ~nccos~ - R·H8)} 
H14 = Ao + (A+BI)cos2~ + (C+CI+m~2)sin2a + me2 
which occur frequently in the equations. 
From equation 6(1), 
Substituting, we have 
d 1ST 
d t ( !Sl]J) 
1 ~ = lfo--~ + (A+B1)cos2-a + (C-t:Or+rrJ. 2) ::>.!I?,2a + me2 ] 
X 
+ (Rn sin~sina- ew*7)•(Rn cos~sina +en sin~cosa) + c c c 
(ew9 - ~w8 - Rn simj;cosa) ·(en sin1jlsina + ~Q cos~- Rn cos~ccsa)}] c c c c 
{(-n cos~sina•a- n sin~cosa·~ + (~+Q )•COSct•a) • (C+C1) + C$} c c s 
. 
+ m~{ (~w*7 - Rn cos~) •cosa•a +sina(-Q cos•psina·a - rt sin~cosa·ljl c c c 
+ (~rt-n cosa•a) + Rn sinasin~·~} - mesina{R(n coslJisina·~ 
s c c 
+ n sin~cosa•a) + e(O cos~sina·; + Q sin~cosa·~ - (~+n )cosa·a) 
c c c s 
+ (ew9 - ~w8 - Rncsin~cosa)a} + mecosa{e(-(~+ns)sina·a 
- Q cos~cosa·a + n sin~sina·~) + Z(a+O cos~·~) + 
c c c 
or substituting H1 , H2 , H3 , etc., we have, 
• (H3 ·cosa·~ + sina·H + R·H ·~) - m·e·sina• 12 10 
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- {R•(H9 ·~ + H11 ·a) + e·(H9 ·a + H11 ·~- H1 ·cosa·a) + (Hs·~)} 
+ m·e·cosa·{e·(-H ·sina·a- H ·a+ H ·~) + ~-(~+Q ·cos~·~) 1 8 10 c 
+ R·(H10 -a- H8 ·~) - H4 ·~}J] 
(I) 
From equation 6(ii), 
Substitut1ng, we have, 
• • . 1 
a -- -&-~ + ----=------
-c (mo.2 
_:; +A +AI) 
-ttccos¢c.o-sa} + { (~+ns) c.osa - Qccoslj!sina} · { (G~---+--Cy-•wJl 
+ m~(~w* - !ill cos~·)} + m(lill sinasin~ - e·w*7)-{[RQ sin~ 7 c c c 
_ e.(~_ --} J-·"e0Sa + e ·9·--eo..s~sin~} + m(e·wg - R..w8 - RncsimjJcosa) r ·-··-s· . c 
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• sina•a- Q COS~Cosa·~ + Q sin~sina·~] + RQ COS''' 
c c c ~ 
or, substituting H1 , H2 , H3 , etc., we have, 
+ m·H5 ·(R·H10 - e·H1•sina- e·H8) - m•1~{e·(~·cosa- H1 ·sina·a 
- H8 ·nc·~ + H10 ·nc·~) + R·H9 ·~- R·Ha·~}- w·1·sina- n34 .~] 
From equation 6(iii), 
Substituting, 
d oT oT • 
dt (6l) - 6i = -ns64l 
(II) 
C[-n cos~sina·a - n sin~cosa·~ + (~+n )cosa·a + ~sina + ~] 2 -D ~ 
c c s ~ 56~ 
or substituting H1 , H2 , H3 , etc., we have, 
¥ = -D.~.~ - H - ~·sina 
c 12 (III) 
Equations I, II, and III are the exact equations of motion for the 
gyrocompass. 
H. APPROXIMATE DIFFERENTLo\L EQUATIONS OF }10TION 
If certain assumptions are made to simplify the equations of motion 
it is possible to obtain approximate solutions to the differential 
equations. The exact equations are coupled, second order, and non-linear. 
Hence it is impossible to solve the equations analytically. However, 
a numerical solution to the differential equations can be obtained. 
This shall be discussed in a later section. 
The exact equations of motion are simplified by assuming: 
1. No damping exists at the bearings. 
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2. The precession and nutation angles, ~ and a, respectively, 
are small angles. Hence, 
cos ~ ~ 1 
sin a = a 
cos a ~ 1, 
3. The spin rate is constant. 
¢ = constant 
.. 
¢ = 0 
4. The moments of inertia of the outer gimbal, the inner gimbal, 
and the pendulous weight are ignored. 
Applying these approximations to the three equations of motion and 
dropping the non-linear terms from the resulting equations gives the 
simplified, linear form of the set of two equations shown below. 
A~ + c¢a + cQ ¢~ = o 
c 
These equations can be solved analytically as shown in the next 
section. 
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I. EXACT SOLUTION TO APPROXIMATE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
The approximate equations of motion are 
~ + c~ . + ~ 1J; = 0 . A a A a = C<j>O c 
.. 
.91· b -~ . a - A 1jJ +-a b = w.Q. + C<j>O A - A c 
the form of which is 
The second equation is non-homogeneous, the particular solution 
of which is given by 
a = A. /A. part 5 4 
The complementary solution is found 
.. ~..1 a A.21j; 0 1jJ + + = 
.. . 
a - A.31j; + A.4a = 0 
Assume solutions of the form 
1jJ = R est 
st 
a = D e 
where R and D are undetermined constants. 
as follows: 
Substituting (8) into (7) 
(s2+A.z)~t + sA.lD~t = o 





Equating the determinant of the left hand side to zero will yield 






As (A.2+t..4+t..1 t..3 ) and 4A.2 t..4 are both positive, and (A. 2+t..4+t..1 t.. 3 ) 
>> 4A. 2 t..4 , (
2 ) s 2 will always be negative. 
( 2 )The values of the parameters used are as follows: 
<P = 1000 radians/second 
c 3.0 in. lb. 2 = sec. 
A 1.8 in. lb. 2 = sec. 
rl = 7.27 X 10-5 radians/second 
A. = 38° 
w = 15.0 lbs. 
~=5.0in. 
' = £i = 1667 .o /\1 A 
A. = c<f>r~c 
2 ~ = 0.0955 
A. = £at = 166 7 • 0 3 A 
A. 





. AS =-A-= 0.0747 
Hence the roots s will always be imaginary. 
If 
and 
then the roots s are 
(A.2:tA.4+"-1 ::\3) -~/<"-2:t\+"-1 "-3) 2 - 4 "-2::\4 
2 
given by 
sl = ipl 
s2 = -ip 1 
53 = ip2 
54 ... -ip 2 
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(10) 





















D4 . -ip2;;\3 
--
(iv) 
R4 2 . 
-p2 +)..4 
·-....~ 
The general solution (8) will take . the foriU 
1jJ (t) = R iplt le + R2e-iplt + R3eip2t + R -ip2t 4e 
cx(t) = D eiplt 1 
+ D2e-iplt + D3eip2t + D4e-ip2t 
In equation (12), let 
where M1 , M2 are real constants. 
R1 (cos Plt + i sin Plt) + R2 (cos p1t- i sin Plt) 
= M1sin p1 t + M2cos Plt 






Similarly introduce other constants M3 , M4 , N1 , N2 , N3 and N4 , whence 











[- --- R2]i M1 D2 -iR2 
N2 = --(D_l....;+-.D_2_) ___ = _D_2_ 
Now 
(20) 





Rl Rl Dl 
-= (D1-D2)i = D1i = D1i Nl 
2 2 
M2 (-pl +>.4) (pl -:.\4) 
-= = 
Nl .2 P1 :.\3 
l. pl:.\3 
(21) 
















From (12), (13) and (14), the solutions take the form 
(26) 
(27) 
Substituting for the Mi's in terms of the Ni's from equations 




The constants Ni can be determined from initial conditions. For 
example, a set of initial conditions are chosen as follows: 
tjJ (0) = 0.1 a(O) = 0.1 
. . (30) 
tjJ(O) = 0 a(O) = 0 
which are the same conditions as the ones used in the numerical solution 
of the exact equations. 
= 0.1 - aparticu1ar = 0.1 AS 
- A4 
2 ~ 2 (-p1 +A4 ) (0.1 - N4 - \) + (-p2 +\)N4 = 0 
2 2 As 2 
N 4 [ ( p1 - A4) + ( -p 2 + A4) ] + ( 0 .1 - -) ( -p +A ) = 0 A4 1 4 
As N2 = 0.1 - N - ~ 4 4 








Equations (31), (32), (33), and (34) give the values of the con-
stants N1 , N2 , N3 , N4 , which when substituted in (28) and (29) give 






THE EQUILIBRIUM CONFIGURATION 
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III. EQUILIBRIUM CONFIGURATION 
From the approximate solution of the differential equations of 
motion, it is seen that the precessional and the nutational motion 
depends upon the latitude and the time. But this is for a general 
motion at any timet. Itwould be interesting -to find the position 
of the gyro axis at a particular time, when the instrument is in a 
state of equilibrium and the only motion of the system is rotation of 
the rotor about the 7 axis at a constant rate. In other words, an 
attempt is made to find the inclination a of the rotor axis with the 
true North direction in the horizontal plane (i.e., the position where 
a = 0 radian) at an instant when the angular displacement in the ~ 
direction is zero. This, then shall be the undisturbed condition of 
the gyrocompass with a perfectly balanced rotor. The system at this 
instant is said to be in equilibrium. 
When in equilibrium, the instrument acquires the position shown 
in Figure 8. Axis 1 points to the true North in the meridian plane. 
The rotor axis 7 is displaced from the 1-axis by an angle a (the value 0 
of a in the equilibrium state), which is constant. Axes 3 and 6 point 
towards the local vertical. The 9-axis is displaced from the 3-axis 
by the same angle a . 
0 
Axes 2, 5, and 8 point towards the West. Axes 
1 3 4 6 7 9 are all Co Planar Since the instrument is in equili-,,,,, - . 
brium, there is no relative motion between the 123 and the 789 coordinate 
axes. 
The relationship between the sets of axes 123 and 789 for the 
equilibrium configuration can be obtained from section I-D, equations (4), 
by substituting ljJ = 0 and a = ao as follows 
el cos a 0 -sina "' 0 0 e7 
e2 = 0 1 0 "' e8 
"' 
"' e3 sina 0 cos a e9 0 0 
For the equilibrium state, it is logical to assume that 
1. No damping exists. n12 = n34 = n56 = 0 
2. There is no motion in the direction of \jJ· ljJ = ljJ = 0 
3. The gyro is spinning at a constant rate. ¢ = constant 
4. a is small and a = a = 0 
0 
;p = 0 
5. The rotation of the earth from West to East, indicated by 
~kA ( 2n )A 
= 24 X 3600 k 




With these assumptions the angular velocity of the 789 axes, w789 , 
as obtained in section I-E, becomes 
~ cosa + ~ sina 
c 0 s 0 
w = 0 8 
= ~COS(/\-a ) 
0 
w = ~ cosa 9 s 0 ~ sina = n·sin(A-a ) c 0 . 0 
Now, consider the equation for a, from section I-G, which is the 
equation of interest. Rewriting it after substituting the approximations 
for the equilibrium configuration, 
But, 
1 .. a=------ · [ -(A+B1 )w 9 (11 sil.'la + 11 cosa ) + (mi2+A+AI) s o c o 
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* * (11 cosa -11 sina )•{Cw + c 1w7 + m~(~w 7 - Rl1 )}-mew*{-eQ cosa s 0 c 0 7 c 7 s 0 
+ est sina } + mew9 {-est sina c 0 s 0 est cosa } -w~sin(a ) ] = 0 (35) c 0 0 
* (n cosa. + 11 sina ) 
c 0 s 0 
= w7 , and 
(11 cosa - 11 sina ) = 
s 0 c 0 
Hence, from equation (35), 
In the above expression, terms like w7~w9 
-5 2 the square of 11. 11 being of order 10 , 11 will 
which is extremely small, and can be neglected, 
now becomes, 




and m~Rw9 ·stc contain 
-10 be of the order 10 , 
so that equation (36) 
c¢(11 cosa - 11 sina) = w~ina 
s 0 c 0 0 
Rearranging, 
sina (w~ + c¢n) 
0 c 
tan a (w ~ + C ¢n ) 
0 c 
tan a 
0 = w~ + c$n 
c 








which gives the expression for the inclination of the rotor axis with 
the horizon. This angle depends upon the latitude'· A.. 
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IV. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE EXACT EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
The three equations of motion obtained in part I, section G, are 
simultaneous and non-linear, and hence too complicated to be solved 
analytically. Hence, it is sought to solve these equations on a 
digital computer, using the numerical methods available for solving 
differential equations. The most commonly used numerical methods for 
solving differential equations are the Runge-Kutta Methods, the Multi-
step Formulas, and the Predictor-Corrector methods. The methods used 
in solving the present problem are (i) the Runge-Kutta method of order 4 
and (ii) the Hamming's method, which is a Predictor-Corrector type of 
method. The computer used is an IBM 360 model. A brief description of 
the two methods follows. 
The Runge-Kutta Method of Order 4: 
The formula used in this method is 
Yn+l = Yn + l/6(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + 4k) (37) 
where 
kl = h•f(x ,y ) n n 
k2 = h•f(x +h Yn + kl) n 2 2 





k = 4 h·f(x n +h ' Yn + k3) 
which provides a solution for an equation of the form 
y' = f(x,y) 
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'h' is the step size 
Y(xo) = Y0 is the initial condition 
The error of the Runge-Kutta formula of order 4 due to truncation 
is of the order (h) 5 • The method is self-starting and it requires 
four derivative evaluations per step. 
To apply this method to our system of differential equations, it 
is necessary to convert the equations, which are of the second order, 
to the first order, as the Runge-Kutta formula used here is for first-
order equations. For this, an approach of representing m second-order 
equations as 2m first-order equations can be used. Thus, 
can be represented as 
. 
~ = ~t , and ~ = ti dt 
da. da 
a. = dt ' and a. = dt 
. 
~ = ~! , and ~ = ~ , respectively. 
Thus, we obtain 6 first-order equations from 3 second-order equations. 
The program written to solve these 6 equations simultaneously appears 
in the appendix along with the sample results and the graphs. 
The Hamming Method of Order 1: 
This is a Predictor-Corrector method given by the set of formulas, 
+ 4h (2y' ' + 2Y'n-2) Pn+l = Yn-3 - Y n-1 3 n 
ill.( -C) 
= Pn+l - 121 Pn n 
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The first equation of the set is the predictor, the second and 
the third are the modifiers, the fourth is the corrector, and the fifth 
is the final equation. This method needs 4 starting values. The error 
at every step is approximated by [pn+l- Cn+l]. The error term for the 
4 starting values, [p - C ] is zero. The 4 starting values can be 
n n 
obtained by using the Runge-Kutta method for the first 4 steps. The 
computer program for solving the equations of motion using this method 




The main objective of this thesis is to make a comparison between 
(i) the solution to the exact differential equations of motion, ob-
tained numerically and the approximate analytical solution obtained 
after making several assumptions and linearizing the equations of motion 
to a simpler form, and (ii) the accuracy and stability of the two 
numerical methods, namely, the Runge-Kutta method of order 4 and the 
Hamming method of order 1 used to solve the differential equations of 
motion. 
After determining the suitability of the methods for the type of 
equations appearing in the present problem the graphs of different 
variables remain to be plotted. 
B. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD 
AND THE HAMMING METHOD 
The Runge-Kutta method of order 4 being self-starting and fairly 
accurate was the first choice for use in solving the exact equations of 
motion numerically. The constant parameters like the moments of inertia, 
angular velocity, weight, length, and eccentricity of the pendulous 
weight were obtained from the specifications of a gyrocompass in every-
day use. Initial conditions for the displacements and the velocities 
were chosen arbitrarily. The equations being functions of the indepen-
dent variable time, the time interval ~t between two consecutive readings 
was the step-size h for the Runge-Kutta method. 
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The equations were solved several times using a different step-
size for every trial. It was observed that the results varied with 
different time intervals, although the time intervals used were as 
small as 0.001, 0.0005, and 0.0001 second. The general pattern followed 
by the results was that the values of ~ increased with time and those 
of a decreased with increase of time. The values of ~ were increasing 
uniformly, the values of a showed an oscillatory nature while they 
decreased. In their absolute values, the results for different time 
intervals did not match closely with each other. 
The Hamming method was selected as another attempt in solving the 
exact equations numerically. The four starting values were obtained 
from the results of the Runge-Kutta method using the same step-size. 
The Hamming method also showed a disagreement amongst the results for 
different time intervals. Moreover, these results were not comparable 
to the results of the Runge-Kutta method. The general pattern followed 
by the Hamming method was that with the increase of time, ~ increased 
uniformly and a decreased uniformly. 
The results thus obtained from both the methods exhibit the phenomenon 
of "Numerical Instability". Both the Runge-Kutta method and the Ham-
ming method are dependable for simple first order differential equations. 
But when they are applied to a system of equations such as the present 
. 
one, which involves one quantity, ~ assuming a value as high as 1000 rad./sec. 
and another, n as low as 7.27 x 10-S rad./sec, their accuracy is 
diminished unless some special techniques are used to eliminate the 
errors in the computation. 
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The computer time used by the Runge-Kutta method was about twice 
as much as that required by the Hamming method. However, the Runge-
Kutta method had the advantage of being self-starting. 
C. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE SOLUTIONS TO THE EXACT EQUATIONS 
AND THE APPROXIMATE EQUATIONS 
The approximate analytical solution is obtained in part I, .section I. 
The initial conditions used in the numerical solution to the exact equa-
tions are once again applied to the approximate solution in order to 
find the values of the integrating constants. A computer program was 
written to obtain numerical values for the approximate solution and re-
sults were printed at the same time intervals as those for the exact 
equations to be able to compare the two results. Results for ~t = 0.001 
second are included in appendix A. 
From the approximate solution results obtained, it was found that 
these results were not comparable to the results of either of the numer-
ical methods for the exact equations in absolute value. Moreover, the 
general pattern followed by these results was that the values of ~ 
decreased slowly and in an oscillating fashion whereas those of a de-
creased rapidly and uniformly with increase in time.· 
As the results of the approximate analytical solution do not 
follow the same pattern as those of either of the numerical methods, 
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and also because neither of the numerical methods has been established 
to be appropriate for a system of equations such as the present one, 
a comparison between the approximate solution and the numerical 
solution is not possible. Another hindrance in determining the suit-
ability of a numerical method for such a problem is the necessity of a 
very small time interval. Even with as large a step-size as 0.001 
second, 1000 readings would be required to obtain the behavior of 
the mechanical system during the first second of its motion, and 
this would consume about two minutes of computer time. 
D. CONFIRMATION OF RESULTS 
In order to confirm the unsuitability of the Runge-Kutta method of 
order 4, and the Hamming method of order 1, it was tried to change the 
step-size, and the initial values of the parameters used before. The 
purpose for doing this was to see if the methods yielded better. results 
when the constant parameters are changed. Several different sets of 
initial conditions were tried and the results are shown in Tables V 
through XIV, Appendix A, wherein the readings for~ and a for different 
methods are compared. The Runge•Kutta method and the Hamming method 
were also applied to the approximate equations and the results thereof 
are included in the above-metnioned tables. 
A surprising phenomenon was observed from these tables. It was 
found that the methods behaved differently with varying values of initial 
conditions. For instance, in Table V, Appendix A, results from the 
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2nd, 3rd, and 5th column match well while columns 4 and 6 vary greatly, 
although these also show an increase in ~ as time increases. In Table VI, 
the values in columns 2, 3, 4, 5 all agree with each other, whereas the 
values in column 6 remain unchanged. In Table XI values in all 
the 5 columns nearly, agree with each other. In Table XII, 
the values given by the numerical methods (columns 3, 4, 5, 6) seem to 
be close to each other whereas those given by the approximate analytical 
method (column 2) differs radically from these. 
Thus it can be seen that the methods used over here changed their 
behavior with a change in initial conditions and were in general, un-
stable. Hence it can be deduced that the numerical methods used in 
this thesis are not entirely suitable for systems of equations similar 
to those of the gyrocompass. 
E. THE EQUILIBRIUM CONFIGURATION SOUGHT NUMERICALLY 
The Runge-Kutta method and the Hamming method were used to deter-
mine the equilibrium configuration of the instrument. For the values 
of the constant parameters used elsewhere in the analysis, it was found 
that the equilibrium position of the gyrocompass was the one for which, 
. 
~ = ~ = a = 0 
0 
¢ = 1000 radians/second = constant 
a = a 0 = 
0.001786 radian 
The results of the Runge-Kutta method as well as the Hamming method 
agreed entirely for the equilibrium equation due to the simplicity of 
the nature of the equation. It was seen that with a change in time 
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there was no change at all in any of the variables except ~ which in-
dicated a steady rotation of the gyrorotor. The rest of the system 
was in equilibrium. 
Results from the computer program for the equilibrium configuration 
appear in Table IV, Appendix A. 
F. PLOTTING OF GRAPHS 
The Runge-Kutta method program for 6t = 0.001 second was used to 
plot graphs of different variables. These graphs can be seen in Appen-
dix C. 
1. lji, a + Time. 
From the graph it can be seen that a reduces slowly with 
increase in time, and follows an oscillatory pattern, and ~ 
increases with increase in time. The motion follows two 
frequencies - a high frequency and a low frequency, one 
being superimposed on the other as is observed from the 
graph • 
. 
2. <f>, <P +Time. 
From this graph, ~ is observed to be following a periodic 
motion whereas ~ slowly reduces with increase in time. 
Whether this motion of ~is periodic or not, cannot be pre-
dieted from the span of time available • 
3. • a , 1jJ + Time. 
. . 
a and 1jJ are seen to vary periodically with increase in t~e. 
4. 1jJ+a. 
The variation of 1jJ with respect to a is also found to be 
periodic. 
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From the discussion of the problem and its solution, the following 
was concluded, based upon the results obtained from the numerical and 
the analytical solution. 
1. The results of the numerical solution and the approximate 
analytical solution during the first second of motion of 
the system do not agree closely with each other. 
2. The results of the two numerical methods used, namely, 
the Runge-Kutta method of order 4 and the Hamming method 
of order 1 are different for different time intervals, 
and different initial conditions used. Moreover these 
results do not compare with each other favourably. 
However, this conclusion is also based on the readings 
available for the first second of motion of the system. 
3. For a system of equations such as the exact equations of 
motion of the gyrocompass the Runge-Kutta method of order 
4, and the Hamming method of order 1 are not entirely 
appropriate. 
4. The equilibrium configuration for the gyrocompass is one 
wherein ,,, = 0 and a = a • The motion of the gyrorotor 
'I' , 0 
is steady in this state, independent of time. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER ~ 
Considering the importance of the gyrocompass as an indispensible 
tool in inertial navigation a few suggestions for further work are made 
as follows: 
1. To try to find a numerical, multistep method that is 
suitable for application to "stiff" systems of ordinary 
differential equations (such as the present one), re-
gardless of the initial conditions used. 
2. To try to obtain the solution of the exact equation of 
motion for a substantial period of time by increasing 
the step-size or otherwise, retaining the accuracy of 
the results as well, while doing so. 
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Appendix A: Tables I through XIV 
Appendix B: Computer Programs 
1. Runge-Kutta Method for Exact Equations 
2. Hamming Method for Exact Equations 
(All subroutines according to Program No. 1) 
3. Hamming Method for Approximate Equations 
(Subroutines Four, Five, and Six according to 
Program No. 1) 
4. Exact Solution to Approximate Equations 
5. Runge-Kutta Method for Equilibrium Configuration 
(All subroutines according to Program No. 1) 
Appendix C: Graphs 
1. lJ;, a + Time 
. 
2. 4> ' 4> + Time 
3. IJ!, a + Time 















COMPARISON OF RESULTS FROM COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
FOR 1jJ and a 
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Runge-Kutta Hanuning Approximate Method 
lji Cl lji Cl lji Cl 
0.100000 0.100000 0.100000 0.100000 0.100000 0.100000 
0.100116 0.099995 0.100004 0.099954 0.098763 -0.000406 
0.100235 0.099986 0.100007 0.099910 0.097617 -0.101603 
0.100359 0.099976 0.100010 0.099865 0.098901 -0.202252 
0.100487 0.099970 0.100013 0.099820 0.099436 -0.300139 
0.100615 0.099971 0.100016 0.099776 0.097395 -0.398475 
0.100741 0.099976 0.100019 0.099731 0.096253 -0.498690 
0.100862 0.099983 0.100021 0.099686 0.097277 -0.597074 
0.100979 0.099987 0.100024 0.099642 0.096792 -0.692530 
0.101094 0.099985 0.100027 0.099598 0.094122 -0.788680 














COMPARISON OF RESULTS FROM COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
FOR ~ AND a 
Runge-Kutta Hamrning 
. . . . 
1jJ a 1jJ a 
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
. 0. 000661 
-0.002162 0.008704 -0.040194 
0.002285 -0.003166 0.017273 -0.081051 
0.004002 -0.002479 0.025843 -0.121906 
0.004896 -0.000472 0.034413 -0.162756 
0.004492 0.001779 0.042982 -0.203605 
0.003007 0.003072 0.051552 -0.244454 
0.001240 0.002717 0.060122 -0.285303 
0.000134 0.000910 0.068690 -0.326152 
0.000279 -0.001381 0.077258 -0.367001 















COMPARISON OF RESULTS FROM COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
FOR cp AND ~ 
Runge-Kutta Hannning 
. . 
cp cp cp cp 
0.000000 1000.000000 0.000000 1000.000000 
6.017457 999.993896 5.085742 999.953369 
5.751435 999.987305 4.361202 999.904541 
5.485135 999.980469 3.650125 999.855713 
5.218540 999.974121 2.965577 999.806885 
4.951666 999.968750 1.833585 999.758057 
4.684505 999.964111 1. 419412 999.709229 
4.417057 999.959229 0.739189 999.660400 
4.149324 999.954102 0.315885 999.611572 
3.881302 999.948242 5.944942 999.562744 
3. 612989 
' 




RESULTS FOR THE EQUILIBRIUM CONFIGURATION 
Time l/1 a ¢ l/1 a ¢ 
0.00 0.000000 0.001786 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1000.000000 
0.05 0.000000 0.001786 6.017648 0.000000 0.000000 1000.000000 
0.10 0.000000 0.001786 5.752097 0.000000 0.000000 1000.000000 
0.15 0.000000 0.001786 5.486560 0.000000 0.000000 1000.000000 
0.20 0.000000 0.001786 5.221023 0.000000 0.000000 1000.000000 
0.25 0.000000 0.001786 4.955485 0.000000 0.000000 1000.000000 
0.30 0.000000 0.001786 4.689947 0.000000 0.000000 1000.000000 
0.35 0.000000 0.001786 4.424410 0.000000 0.000000 1000.000000 
0.40 0.000000 0.001786 4.158873 0.000000 0.000000 1000.000000 
0.45 0.000000 0.001786 3.893335 0.000000 0.000000 1000.000000 
; 




COMPARISON BETWEEN APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS AND NUMERICAL 
SOLUTIONS FOR IJJ, SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING 
Time 
in 
1JJ 0 =0.00 




























&0 = o. 00 
Runge-Kutta Hamming 

















































0.000574 0.000002 l 0.000579 
0.000604 0.000002 0.000610 





























COMPARISON BETWEEN APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS AND NUMERICAL 
SOLUTIONS FOR ~' SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING 
Time 
in 
~0 = 0.0 

























0.500 , -o. oooo22 
I 
INITIAL CONDITIONS: 
cxo = 0.0 
&o = 0.0 
Runge-Kutta Hatmning 
















-0.000015 -0.000012 I 
-0.000016 -0.000013 





-0.000022 -0.000019 I 
tPo = 0.0 






































0.000000 I I 














COMPARISON BETWEEN APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS AND NUMERICAL 
SOLUTIONS FOR ~' SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING 
Time 
in 
~0 = 0.1 


























eto = 0.1 
ao = 0.0 
Runge-Kutta Hamming 
























4>o = 0. 0 





















































COMPARISON BETWEEN APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS AND NUMERICAL 
SOLUTIONS FOR ~' SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING 
1jJ = 0.1 
·0 
ljJ 0 = 0.0 

























a 0 = 0.1 &0 = 0.0 
Runge-Kutta Hamming 






0 .104459 0.100000 
0.109855 0.100000 
0 .117582 0.100000 
0 .127192 I 0.100000 
0 .137862 0.100000 
0 .148566 0.100000 
0 .158267 0.100000 
0 .166129 0.100000 
0 .171673 0.100000 
0 .174879 0.100000 
0 .176182 0.100000 
0 .176395 0.100000 
0 .176542 0.100000 
0 .177660 0.100000 
0 .180598 0.100000 
0 .185844 0.100000 
0 .193436 0.100000 
0 .202948 0.100000 
-
~0 = 0.0 





















































COMPARISON BETWEEN APPROPRIATE SOLUTIONS AND NUMERICAL 
SOLUTIONS FOR 1J!, SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING 
1J!o = 0.0 
~0 = 0.0 


























a.0 = 0.001 
a0 = 0.0 
Runge-Kutta Hamming 
Solution to Solution to 

























~0 = 0.0 























































COMPARISON BETWEEN APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS AND NUMERICAL 
SOLUTIONS FOR a., SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING 
Time 
in 
ljJo = 0.0 




























a.0 = 0.001 
ao = 0.0 
Runge-Kutta HaDDning 
























cl>o = 0.0 






















































COMPARISON BETWEEN APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS AND NUMERICAL 
SOLUTIONS FOR a, SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING 
Time 
in 
1/Jo = 0.0 


























a 0 = 0.05 




Solution to Solu to 


































































¢ 0 = 0.0 
























































COMPARISON BETWEEN APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS AND NUMERICAL 
SOLUTIONS FOR a, SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING 
tP 0 = 0. 0 
tPo = 0. 0 




























ao = 0. 0 
ao = 0. 0 
Runge-Kutta Hannning 















































































COMPARISON BETWEEN APPROXrnATE SOLUTIONS AND NUMERICAL 
SOLUTIONS FOR a, SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING 
~0 = 0.1 
ljio = 0. 0 
INITIAL CONDITIONS: 
C:o = 0.1 
ao = 0. 0 
lo = 0. 0 
0 = 1000.0 
. --------------·--·---·------- ---
Time Solution to Runge-Kutta Hamming Runge-Kutta 
in Approximate Solution to Solution to Solution to 
Seconds Equations- App r0xima te Approximate Exact 
Equations- Equations- Equations-
0.000 0.100000 0.100000 0.100000 0.100000 
0.025 0.049219 0.099998 0.099971 0.099998 
0.050 ; 0.002168 0.099997 0.099938 0.099995 
0.075 -0.050462 0.099995 0.099905 0.099991 
0.100 -0.099817 0.099994 0.099873 0.099986 
0.125 -0.148486 0.099993 0.099840 0.099981 
0.150 -0.200466 0.099991 0.099807 I 0.099976 
I 
0.175 -0.248483 0.099990 0.099774 0.099972 
0.200 -0.298353 0.099988 0.099741 0.099970 
0.225 -0.349410 0.099987 0.099709 0.099969 
0.250 -0.396689 0.099985 0.099676 0.099970 
0.275 -0.447537 0.099984 0.099643 0.099973 
0.300 -0.496905 0.099982 0.099610 0.099976 
0.325 -0.544240 0.099981 0.099578 0.099980 
0.350 -0.595289 0.099979 0.099545 0.099983 
0.375 -0.642761 0.099978 0.099512 0.099986 
0.400 -0.690745 0.099976 0.099479 0.099987 
0.425 -0.740935 0.099975 0.099446 0.099986 
0.450 -0.786894 0.099973 0.099414 0.099985 
0.475 -0.835607 0.099972 0.099381 0.099981 



























COMPARISON BETWEEN APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS AND NUMERICAL 
SOLUTIONS FOR a, SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING 
INITIAL CONDITIONS: 
~o = 0.1 ~o = 0.1 <Po= 0.0 
lj!o = 0. 0 ao = 0. 0 ~o = 10. 0 
Time Solution to . Runge-Kutta Hamming Runge-Kutta 
in Approximate Solution to Solution to Solution to 
Seconds Equations- Approximate Approximate Exact 
Equations- Equations- Equations-
0.000 0.100000 0.100000 0.100000 0.100000 
0.025 0.098719 0.098719 0.099976 0.099678 
0.050 0.095130 0.095129 0.099974 0.097870 
0.075 0.089935 0.089934 0.099973 0.089958 
0.100 0.084157 
I 
0.084154 0.099971 0.058033 
0.125 0.078928 0.078925 0.099970 -0.037396 
0.150 0.075275 0.075273 0.099968 -0.179788 
0.175 0.073916 0.073914 0.099967 -0.344374 
0.200 0.075118 0.075115 0.099965 -0.657047 
0.225 0.078644 0.078641 l 0.099964 
-1.232469 
0.250 0.083802 0.083799 0.099962 -1.972322 
0.275 0.089579 0.089575 0.099961 -2.609510 
0.300 0.094841 0.094837 0.099959 -2.922953 
0.325 0.098554 0.098549 0.099958 -1.133218 
0.350 0.099990 0.099984 0.099956 -1.665023 
0.375 0.098866 0.098859 0.099955 -1.501200 
0.400 0.095403 0.095395 0.099953 -4.960238 
0.425 0.090281 0.090272 0.099952 -6.120065 
0.450 0.084505 0.084496 0.099950 -3.981715 
0.475 0.079210 0.079201 0.099949 
-4.412855 
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010~ CALL XSCALF(0.0,l.O,l8.9) 
OllG ftll YSC~L[(-G.Q035,0.00~5,10.8) 
Q 111 Ct\U. XYPL T ( T IfotE S, A LO, . .::..1 0.::..':::..0::::..0 . ..:...'.::..1.!-, _-.::..1.:....) ---------
---OTl. _ TALL-tl'.JTWC-r--- -
00 
0 
CT 1 3 ( fl L L N ( \·J D L T ( l • G ' 1 • 0 ' 2 0 • 0 ) 
011, CALL nRIGIN(u.I,o.cq9q~) 
011~ C~ll XSCALF(C.l,0.1025,1~.9) 
G 11 6 l. Jrrr Y S L l\ CETC"-.-a-9'7'11t--,-v;r,"""!"r.'-Tnr------------
0117 C~LLX~XISCG.OJ025l 
011~ f~LL YftX[$[0.00001) 
0119 CALL XYPLT(PSI,ALPHA,lOOQ,l,-1) 
c~ 1 i I) c fl L [ s Y7v1 ( 6 • 0 , I 0 • 0 ' 0 • 21ffT"nP~S"""T"I -=--trA-r"["nP1:1H-trA--np-r-["nQTTTi -, rro ·-. rro -, ..,..l-r.-4'} 
0121 CALL ENOPLT 
01~2 CALL LSTPLT 
0123 C~l.l FXIT 
OTZ4 - l\'U 
COO 1 S U~ IWI IT H!f: i.)"'1f(;,\ 
-o-uoz -c-r~{f!;\;ri-,L,-tm-,---c-:-lfl\-r-,-;n--,r. t , oc, as, n rz, 034, o ?o-,wt, s 1, s 2, s 12, sn-,-
1 C l , C 2 , 0 f, , IJ F~ , ()(;, nr; S, D T, X ( 6 ) , E ( 6 , 50 0 ) , Y ( 6 ) , F ( 4 ) 
1 , i·t , ~:: L , r: c , '{ , A r 1 , R. I 1 , c r 1 
1,ST2DfJT,I\L2DnT,1l!lLD,T2'lLO,T1NEW,T2NEW,SIDOOT 
uuc $ :: .~=- ( v t ~), +11L* s n 
0.004 G '1= C Y ( '+ l +flS l *C 2-0C *C 1 "''cS 2 
0 0 u ') n r, s = f"! (,1.< c l * c 2 + ( y ( '+ ) + 0 s ) >;c s 2 
000~ nG=n~S+Y(~) 




_0001 SU!:\ POl.lT I !JF. C: fli\STN ( I , .J ) 
·-c------·-- --------- -----·--- ---·--·-·----
c OV·: ~ r~r( T, ,ll T<; C I·~PLOYf-f) TO C~ LClJ!..t\T E C!1EFF TCI ENTS 
r: n~ • 1'1 0~-! /1 , C , /1 r i , \. ! ) , 1\ I , H J , C: r , OC , 0 S , () l ?.. , n 3'• , 0 56 , ~~ L , S l , S 2 , S 12 • S 2 2 , 
---------~1 r: l . [ ;> . 0 !I ' •l? ' 2 r, ' i) ~ 5 . f) T ' X ( 6 ) 'E ( b' 50 0 ) 'y ( f, } ' F ( 4) 




- oc.u..,---- · 
OCOA 
1, ~ [ ?r)r~T , ,\t..?fHJT , Tl OLO, T2'JLD , T PJE~~ , T? NEW , S I OOOT 
I f ( T-4) l , :'93 
1 E( l , J ) =nT*Y(l + ~ ) 
·---"" P rTnr~-T-1------- ---~-- - .. 
2· -~ I 2m~ r .:-: r < ·' + rn p :! r v r s > * 1 v ( 4 ) +- n s l * s? 2- n c * v < 4 l :',( s 1 * s ?. ? + 
1 n c-.:· " 1 5 l ~:t c 1 ~ s? * s 2 + c ~· * ., r s > * s ? + n f\ * n c * s 1 1x s 2 , + n s n * v Ud * s 2 + 
l~!~ OC~Y( 4 ) *~l*S22 + CI*OC*Y{~ l *Cl*S2*5'-C l*Y!5l * (Y ! 4 1+0S l *S22-------------;:-r0"Cfr;-:frr.rr.:r;-s-r~~l>::-cz::nTZ*YT4Tf-p~n=-"CiJ) .,< , JL~'U L ··'S"rz=-l.'\1=f, 11 s::o·A~ 
-OOQ 7 1 Cl -! C*n~ +Cl*0GSl*OC*S l* C?. l/(A0+(~+ Ri l*C2*C2 +C I *S2*S 2 l -/\L2nOT=t - :J(.*Y (4):::(1 )+ (( - .t\-f1 I l *f)~* ((Y.{4)+0S ) ~"S2..+ 0C*C l*C2)+ 




-;-TTfT[Tl'i=-ST~O:rJT~ [7\Tf+T.A+1HT*I.2~=C2+C pc~ --- --T20 ~ l)=r,L2f)OT . ·•. 
Tl ~{E \{ ~ I :,r I 3 f~ ~ • 0 ) '!t < ~ ::cQ C -;'t ( f L "'" v ( 5 ) * C:?.. * C J. - F. L * Y ( 4 ) * S 2 ::c S 1 
l+ FC*Y I4 l *Cl )- ~ L ~EC* (Y( 5 l *O/\*S?. + nr*Y(4) *C l l+R*0C* C E L *OA*Cl*S2 
- - ---------=,.-+ ,. L *-r:IIJ s ,;:"51.-=--r~-LtT+-O"Sl-:::·c-nTFL>:Z'F."r.t.: u c * l)3 ~'L [ + E [ * t c *I) 1\ ?,l()~*'S'Zl-·-. 
c011 T ?~! E H:; ( f '11 /3 r,f. . C) ,;q f: l ,;: EC t.c ( ( Y ( 4 l + D S -<·Y ( 5 l "" S ?.- 0(-:>;cv ( 4 l * S l >!= S 2 
l + nC*V { ~)$( ] *C2l -R*OC*F L*Y (~l *Sl*S? + R*OC*I - E L *GA*Sl*S2 + 
7. t-=i \<t)C,'=C:l*Cl*S?.- El*OS*C l*C?. I+ tl*F.C*OA>: ( ( Y(4 1+ 0S l *S2 +0C* Cl:!<C2 )) )) 
-L~crrz - - S'Till)tH=TPC+i\!Tq-·CTTDtn•I11-."8·D-.:...l-7*E I ~EC*TTZDtD+ 12 "lF.w J n"fF>-;u J-r 
l ((I\ +-A l l*U.O +( ll +Bl l *C2*C2 -+ CI*S2* S2 )-(W *f.L*EC /386 . 0 )**2*1 C2 l) 
CJ011 CAl L Ff'l t:~ { T ,J) 
C'O l 4 ? r TIHU! 
C· d t ., 3 I I t t 5 l ~ , s-;-o- -
00 1h ~ tALL FlVFll ,J) 
0 (• l 7 1-! f 1 I JiUl 
001~ A CALL SIXCI,Jl ·. 





0001 Sllf\RQ IITl NS:: FOUP (T , . .l) 
V0 C ~ (. Q·P.•r:l t·~fi"-,c-;-A r:1·; m;-1'\ r-,-n r ; C [ , l.IL , US , D [ 7. , 1 J 3 4 r lJ 5'"6";-w L , S 1 , S 2, S 1 2 , S zz-,-
l(l,C7 , ~ ~ , nR , n G , O~S,OT , X C 6 l, E(~ , 5 UO l, Y f 6 , F{4) 
1 , \·! , r L , E C , R , A 1 1 , ·~ ! 1 , C J l 
1, <;T 2 1HH , ,\L2 DO T , Tl OLO, T?. OLO , TlNEW, T2NEH, S I DDOT 
Ovtr3 t (l,JJ- !JI*S l ~JOOI 
0004 RFTURN 
0005 FND 
C001 SUP.RCIU TTNf FIVE ( l,J) . 
OuJ 2 t. ' . .:'·".~·1f1T--r.-;~m;n~-I,"UT, (,I , Ot , US , 1J 12, 1.13'-t, 056 , HC, S I , S 2 , S 12, SL7i 
1 C I , C 2 , ( : A , '1R , C1 r. , OG S, D T, XC o) , E ( 6 , 5 00) , Y ( 6 ) , F ( 4 ) 
1 , ~! , E L , r: C: , ~ , 4 I 1 , ~ I 1 , C I 1 · 
1, <; f 2nflT , 1\L?r)nT , Tl OLO, T2 C1l. D, Tl NF.~I, TZNEW , S I Of>OT 
CiCO '\ ALIJfhJ! = I 12ULI.J+ I 2NE w-wJ;tTI11tF.Clt'c2*'S l1JIJU I J I ( J\+7\l J 
0 0 0 4 [- (t , Jl~ n T*ALDOO f 
OOC5 1-: FTIIRN 
..Q.y Ot. -- ·- ··~~p - - --- - · _ 
- - - - -- ------- --·-------- -
000 1 Sl mR n t JTJ.'~.E qxc r , .n 
lJD t' 7. t T~l.n.rn N-s;-c-,-1\~ ,-err ;-il.·r,rn·;-r:-r;-rJc , o s , o r 2 , t' 3 '~ ;n?F,-w c , s r , s 2 , s rz-;-szz-,-
1 ( I , r. 2 , r· II , n R , n C, r lG S, ') T, X ( 6) , E C 6 , 'i 0 0 ) , Y ( 6 ) , F ( 4) 
1 , h' , t L , f. C , R , /1 I 1 , 1\ J 1 , C I 1 
l,SI7n n T, d L?nn T , TlOLO,T 20 LO, Tl NfW , T2 NEW , S IDOOT 
-,G_,v...,O'TTi ----------!:.,!r:,..,:• t~Q:,...,I :,..;J I..,..J .;...1 =,;...-.!_;.:.:) :;..[ .:..,./.;..IJ.;..;IJ,...;..I ~ S 7.- ( I J 50"/l' ( 5 J J I (. - V ( 5 ) * ( Y ( 4 J + 0 S J * '· 2 + 
l G C * ( Y (4) ~ Sl*C 2 +Y(5l*Cl*S2) 
0 G C 4 E { l , ,J I -: !1 T ;<: P H 2 D n T 






____ __ _._ ___ S..T Uf'l'i.__Cf_.Ij!~--_y~'!I.L'1~L...c.f ___ o\._.GY_£.QL'l t':PA.SS- -~1 TT_H _<;MAt. L f') T STUR BANCF..S , _ 
C: U <; T "' G T H 1: ~ ') N r, E - !\ I JT T tl f) ! F ~ f: D F t\J T I '\ L I= f) ' J J\ T 1 'l t\J S ~~ E T H n D • 
C ANn H~F H:\ 11Ml1\!r,) l= fl~ ~1 1JLA ~ 
c 
_.QG.D_t _ _ 
000?. 
·- .J) T:·! ~~! _<;J!:~LRJ,' (. 6,l) , CN C6 , 1 l ,P~Jl ( 6 , l} , t'.~4Nl (f. , l) , SI\J ] fl(n , lJ 
1 , C ~: ) ( ~ , l ) , 17 R ~ r.o ( t.. , ) ) 
r f1~-~ ~~ o 1\1 ,, , r , An • r: r, , tJ.. r , A I , r. r , m: , n <; , n t 7 , n 3 4 , n c; n , w L , s 1 , s 2 , s 1 2 , s l ~ , 
t r. 1 , c ~ , n !\ , ,1~ , r r, , or, 5 , n r , '< c A ) , r= t f. , c:; r o > , v ( 6 > , F ( 4 1 
---------~•..l4-E..l.- E r , C! , .A Ll-. -11-L.,..L 1-l- - - - ·· - - -----·---···--.-- ---- -·- ·- - - · ·-· .. ·- ·-·- · · - - - -.. -
l , <;T?nnT , ~L7nOT , TlnLn , T20 \_ Q , TlN~W , T?NFW , S(DD8T, Z ( h , ~OO l, lP C 6 , 500 ) 
r. 
C \.I = \ ' ~ f r, H T n F P F t\J n • W T • J:; l = L f: Nf; T H 0 F P f N D • FC=F.CCENTRTf. TTV 
_Q~• \.3 _____________ s:: r 1 L=.C . 0- - .. --------- --- -----·--- - ___ _ 
0004 t(( l =0 . 5 
0005 · . F ! ~l=O . 'i 
000A r- C4l=l . n 
---- ----l•----- -·--- ·-.... . ,,.. __ --- -· C nf rJNF pqonLE~ PaR~METFR<; 
oor1 ' -!=1 "· o Qn QR rt=~ . Q 
_ocr.q__ __ !- f.-==D .• o .. -----· .. - .. ~-- ·--- ·· () 0 l 0 ~!I )11 := 4 
0011 ~=1 . ~ 
0012 r=1 . 0 
-CQ} A ~~~-'----------------------------------- ---- ----· ('1 0 1 t. r fl~ r .• t.. 
011~ ~T-==1 . 1~ 
001A ~ r ~ r- .4 
0017 ... __ ____ _ _ -·- .. f. T~ \. 7.5 . . 
o~tq P=~cAn . ro~?AC . ~*l~ . c 
001Q ~ 1=7~ . r 
00~0 nr=7 . ?7~rn~r3 R . 0 /57.?0~7°'*l . os::- r ~ 
. .0 Q2.L--- ----- 0 S_:;_!_.2I*.Si~U3~ .. ...:.l/5J. • .L<J5.1...9 .L~L • .C£=05._, ___ _____ ---· 
r. 
c riFFHIF: l"-' TTTAL C:'lf\lr"l fTT Q~.JS 
00?? T= ~ . r 
C'C1?.3 f'I T= C. 0(' 1 
0 r- ., '· '< ( 1 ) = r: • 1 
00?5 YC~ ) =~ . l 
o r• '? A " c ~ 1 = ,-. • ·:o 
.0027____ v. (.lt.).=.0-4.!! 
r. ·~ ., ~ Y i ~ 1 ~ r • \ 1 




c r; 11 --- - - --- -- - -- - I' v. -= ·:' • ! -(' r 3 :> n ; r, = r• • " n n n ,.., 1 
o r. ?. 1 7 ( 1 , 1. l = v ( 1 ) 
0014 7f/,1l~V(?l 
-.C.Q.3. 'i _____ _?_L3 .... _Ll;:.'<J..JJ, __ _ 
0 0 1 (:. 7 { 4 , 1 ) = X ( I~ ) 
CC37 71"',1 l-=Xft:;) 
-------·----------------------- --------- --···---·-
c o 1 q 7 ( ') • , 1 = x r A ' 
0 G 3 q ___ .. _ _ _ \·! P T T E { 3 , 7 7 l _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 





"' r: T T F ( A. , A. II r l T , r 7 ( !\! ~~ • 1 l , i\1 ~,! = l , 1-:. ) 
f..Cl_2.!.~-r:_LI=_LL.~_6_E_L'i_._6J __ _ 
------------------- -- -- ··--- ... 
C !'Ff' TI'-'F ~.IJ"!r,F-KUTT~ CflN<)TANTS 
CQt.?, n0 t:; T=l,A 
_or)!. 4 ________________ c::_r: f T_, l ) ='"". n _______ _ 
--- ·-~- ------ -----·------ --·-- ---- -----. 00~5 17 nn R K-=?,4 
C046 I =l 
004 7 nn 1 q J = 1 , 't 
nor•, 
_O!:.!tJ5 __ 1)..:.'2.___f-.._1_=_.l_,_~ ________ ------
... ·----··- --~ ·-- ··- ---···-····-('IQ4o (, Vfll=Y.(J)+!:=fJ,L)>::F{J) 
tV'l sn ~ 1 = s P'! r v ( 1 1 1 
00c::1 <;;?=SHHV{2)) 
c 0 c::;? <; 1 ? = ~ I ~,, ( ? • r. :.:: v r 1. l 1 1? • n 
0(1') 1------------------ s ">?·= s Jr.! (?.I' ;::v (? n /? :·il ___ _ 
o r: c::. ~~ c , = r o <;; r v r 1 1 l 
00C::.C::. C">=CnS(V(/.)) 
00~A r:\U n,vr-r,(l 
-on·sr nn--T-r::-,-.-~--------------
oo~q 7 CALL C0NSTM(T,J,Kl 
Qr:')<l lF t=J 
rjf"i(,l'\ ~!J=t( 0 C 61.--- - -----· ------- 'l n () T =l , A - - . 
() r. A? a 7 ( T • N J ) -='I( f r l + ( F ( T , l ) + 2. l'".c {F. { I , 2 ) + F ( I , 3 ) ) + F ( I , 4) ) /6. 0 
O~A~ T=C~J-l)*nT 
__ f.0__6_t+ _________ _:<:_\-i.5/J.:T!:_L~,~!l0 .. LT_,_(J_L':l:'l, f\!.ll, N_~l_,__hl ___ _ 




C 4 S T ARTTN~ VA LUES ARF Q~ ft n FRO~ T•4f PRF CF EO TNG PR OGR A ~ 
·-· -·--- _____ r, __ -- - - - -- -- - -C ~r ~ 0 T l TFR ~ T T ON rv ~ n M ~f N~S MF TH OO 
or~~ r=n . ~0~ 
00A 7 J=~ 
_D_0_A_o r.[l_~~-- J =:___,.f•___ - --~---- --- --- - .... .. 
or.~ 9 rr.! r r , 1 , -= ,_ ..... . c 
c t· '7 n 3 () r ~J ( J ' 1 ) = () . (l 
CP7\ (V1 1 3'3 M-:: 1 , 4 . 
_Or.7~ __ ________ _l_ ..:q __ qr: .~r. r l .t l 1 1t _l _T ,_(7U! , ~'~ l . N=l , A) , ( Z D( f\1 , '-1 ) , N=J ,6)_ 
f"'l 0 7 3 - 114 f n R '"' " T I r: 1 ? • 6 I. ( 6 != l 'J • 6 ) I ( 6 r 1 2 • f:. l l 
0 0 '7 4 10 T: ( J - ll *n T 
ocn:; K=.l 
or: 7 r, n n 1 c; 1 r = 1 , "' 
-o o·7--r 3 5-1-r\'J-n-:Tr=·n --r;r:r-4, ,-+c-4. ~c (fT/1-;-P~T2-; *-r P ( ( ,"-(J .. :.:r r ,-~-, p·( r , .. < J - 2 1 1 
l + ? • t,c 7 P ( I ' ( ,J - 3 } ) ) 
0'} 7 A I"'"' 3'12 T=1 , A 
0 ;' 7 1') 3 5 2 fl. • t N 1 ( J , 1 ) = r> N 1 ( I • 1 l - ( 1 1 2 • I 1 ? 1 • l * ( P ~I ( I , 1 ) - C: ~J ( I , l l l 
--boqo·-- - ------- ·- ·· nn ·1c::1 r=f, A .. -- · - · ·---- · 
0 C· .n 1 3 '1 ~ 7 ( T , I< l = -\ I-1 1\J 1 ( T , 1 l 
00q? nn ") 5'+ T = 1. , A 
0( ~ ~ C~ L Lrn~J S TN ( l • . I Kl _ 
-0-(ff'l -4 3 5-L:--~-NYD"(T~-n -~-~-p· n -, -:'n ' -- _ ______ ,__ . -
O~ Rs nn 1 ~s T=l. A 
(l ()Q. f, ~ 5') P : ] ( J , l l= ( l. /P. . l :0: ( 0 . *7( T, (.I- J )) - 7 ( t , CJ- 3 )) +1 . * n T* ( S NlP ( I,l) 
] +? . ~~7P ( ! , t J-1 ) )- 7P( T ( J - ?. ) ) ) l 0i-r• 7 -- - ---·------ nn ~~ A · 1= 1. ~ -- -------' -- - - · - - ---·- --
0 C n ~ ~ '1 A 7 C T , J l = r ": 1 ( T , 1 ) • ( q • I l 2 1 • l * ( P N 1 ( T , 1 ) - C N 1 ( T , 1 l ) 
( 0 o o f'f"" ~I) T-= 1 , A 
-c.o..n "~ r.r.J~...!U..L,_J..L=.P-l'!.U r , 1 ) - r t-I l c I , --l...l-
c. r ol fl~J ( T, 1) =~'IJ i T , 1 l 
CC, ., 3 ') r ,l\1( I . 1 l =C:t-! 1 ( T , 1 l 
00°~ J f ( 7( :,?. ,.J ) - A . 2 ° ~lf'l'),, ) 1~ , }3 , ]4 
_('J:)S'It ___ ,_____ l.ft __:\! P T II=7. ( ~ , j.)_/_6. . 233. ! .R53 __ ... __ - -· -- --
00'1'5 ~ ~tDH= ~!PT I-f 
r. 'in" 7 ( ~ , .J ) = 7( ~ , ,J ) - F 'J PH* 6. ?. 8 3 1 A'> 3 
o~ s 1 1~ WDTTF ( 3 . l 0r iT , (7tL L, Jl , LL= l . 6 l 
..C..C..:L ':l I - } + - - -· --- ·- - - -QGnn IF ( . J-1) (' 0 ) 1 q , 1 CJ , 4 0 
0100 40 (.~l. L EX IT 








STUDY OF THE MOTlON OF A r,vROCOMPASS WlTH SMALL DISTURBANCES, 
USING THF. RUNGE-KUTTA OlFF F. RE~TlAL EQUATIONS METHOD. 
eo-o-r 
0002 
~NO THE H4MMINGS FORMUL~S 
-DfMF.N sToi•f -PI'{( 6 ·; -ll~-C1-fC6--;Tf-;PN~f f6-;-n - ,-At.ff .. flT6-a -,-;-s-t·.f[Vf 6-,-n - - - -- --
l.CNl(6,ll,ERROR(o,ll 









'"Olm 6 F ( 4 ) = 1 • 0 
c 
C OEFINF. PROBLEM PARAMETERS 
0007 W=\5.0 














0023 0C=7.27*COSC38.0/57.2957R)*l•OE-O~ 0024 -- -ns:7 .·-27*-S1NT3·a-. o-t5r~29578T*l-.-oFu.;..- ------
co?s ol2=o.o 
0026 n34=G.O 
co21 ns~-o.o u02A ~HTrrO~=~~------------------------------------------------
0029 
c 




·0031 XCl)= O.t 
0032 XC2)= 0 .1 0033 X(~ l= O . ~O __________________________________________________ _ 
~~4 X ( 4 )- 0 . ~ 
0035 Z(l ,l) =X Cl) 
0036 1(2,1l=Xl2l 
0031 Z<3,ll=X(3l 0 0 3 R Z ( 4 ·, l Y= X ( 4-,--------------------------
0039 WPTTF(3,300)T,( Z( NN ,l),NN=l,4l 
0040 300 FQRMAT(F11.4,4Ft5.6) 
; C OEf-INE RUNGE-KUTTA CONSTANTS 
004 1 DO 5 I= 1 , 4 
0042 5 f(I,ll=O.O 
0043-.------U-nn~.2.t-..::t:- -----------------------------------
oo44 t =I 
0045 on tA J=l,4 
004~ nn 6 1=1,4 
Ilfl_t.J ____ J.... VI T l:: 'i I J l •J: I T .I \ lCc J: I ll 
004A no 1 1=1,4 
OQ4 q 7 C~LL CONSTNti,J, K) 
0050 18 l=J 
..OC5l_ __on. _q_ .L=.l,.4._____ -·····--- _ _ _ --------- ---
0052 9 l <I , K )=XC I)+( EC I, U+ ?. .O*C E( J , 2 ) +E( I 93) )+E (I ,4) )/6. 0 
0053 T=fK-l) *OT 
0054 8 WRITE ( 3 ,100 )T,(7( NN ,K),NN=l 9 4) 
ll.QSS l_OQuf:ORM!\TfFl l.'l.4Fl'l.Al 
c C 4 STARTING VALUES ARF- READ FROM THE PRECEEDING PROGRAM 
__  c
~----~-----S TARLj iERAI ET~~OuD _______ ___ __ 
0056 J=5 
ooc;7 on 19 1=1,4 
0051) PN(J,l)=O.O 
aosg 39 CNiJ~·~l~>=-~o~·-~---------------------------------------------C060 on 131 M=t,4 
0061 133 PEAD C 1, 134) T, (Z ( N,M) , N=l ,4), CZP CN,M) ,N=l,4) 
0062 1 34 FOR MA T{F12.6/(4Fl2.6)/(4fl2.6)) 
.0063 ---- .19 .T=tJ~.lU:cD_T_ ----
0064 I<=J 
0065 no 351 1=1,4 
0066 351 PN1(t,l)=Zl 1, (J-4))+(4.*DT/3.)*(2.*ZP((,(J-l) l-ZP(I,(J-2) I 
1 +?- *1 p l J - l .1-~ l l l 
- --- -· -·· 
co 
co 
OC67 r-o 152 T~t,4 
00~8 352 AM~l( J,ll=PNlfl,l)-(112 . /12l.)*(P N(t,l)-CN(I,l)) 
oo~9 no 353 1=1,4 
.0070 353_ Z tL, K. l = A.MN 1 U ., .LL __ _ ___ ----
0071 on 154 1=1,4 
007 2 C~ll CO NSTN(l,J,K) 
0073 354 SNlP(J ,ll -=lP (J,Jl 
0074 OQ 35.5---l=:..Le •. <:t.----------~--=---~-:-:--::----=--:-:~-::· 
CO 7 5 3 55 C N 1< I , 1 ) = ( 1 • I A • ) * ( q • * Z ( I , ( J- l ) ) - Z ( I , ( J- 3 ) ) -+ 3 • * D T * ( S N 1 P ( I , l) 
1 +? . ~ 1 P ( I, C J-1 l l-Z P ( I, ( J- 2) ) ) ) 
0076 00 356 !=1,4 
.0 0 77 ___ 35.6._Z U, J ):=J:NU [ ,_lJ ~(.9./.12l. •. l~_lP_Nll I, 1 > -.C_NliL_..lD~---
0078 13 WR ITEf 3,100 )Tt(l(LL,J),LL=l,4l 
0079 DO 35 1=1,4 
00~0 ER~OR(!,l)=PNl(T,ll-CNl(I,l) 
0081 PN f I 1 1 l=P, OOA 2 35 CN ( I, U=CNl (l, U 
0081 J=J+l 
OOR4 JF(J-500)19,19,49 
0085 9_.C/\LL.EXLL~----------------------0086 F.NO 
0001 SURROUTlNE CO NSTNCI,J, K) 
c C CONSTNCI,J) JS EMPLOYED TO CALCULA TE COEFFICIE NTS 
0002 COMMON A, C, AO ,CO,AI,Gl,CI, OC , OS , Dl2 , D34 , 056 , WL, Sl , S2,S l 2,S22t 
---------L-Lt, .C2 , Q.T_,JlL 4. L ,.EL4_,_ltJ_._.Y.{.!t..L._F_W-t.ALQO.Q._ ____ _ 
l,W,F.L,F.C,R,~Tl, B il,Cfl l , Sl 200T ,hl2DOT ,TlOLO,T20LO, Tl NEW ,TlNEW,Sl OOOT , l (6 , 500 ),ZPC6,500) 
l,PHIOOT,ETAI,XII 
C0 03 IF(l-3)1,2, 
0004 1 E ( l, J) =DT*Y ( I +2 l 
0005 ZP { t, Kl=Y( 1+7) 
0006 RFTUPN 
00.0-1. . .S I ODOT..=~.LLC..*PHI.DD.T JJ£J.A.Ui YJ_4J..=..LtC.!.P..Hl DOL*.O.CJ.LLEJALl L*.Y ( 1 L_ 
0008 ~L OOOT =C( C*PH I OOT)/ETAI)*Y( 3 )-((Wl+C*PHIDOT*OC)/Xll)*Y(2) 
1 +(C*PHIOOT*OS)/Xll 
OOOQ CALL FOUR(t,J,K) 
Q(j]C RE TilRN 
0011 3 CAL L FIVF.CI,J,K) 
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r _e __ _ 
5 
STlJOY OF THF. MnT!ON OF 1\ GYROCOMPASS WITH SMAL L OTSTURRANCES, 
.US IN.G J~E .. . Rt.INGE.~KUT.TA_O_tEf.E.R.ENJ.l . .A.l _ EQ.IJAJJO.N_S METHOD_.__ ____ _ 
0001 COMMON A,C,AO,CO,AI,~I,Cl,OC,OS,Ol2,0~4,056,WL,Sl,S2,Sl2,S22, 
1Cl,f.?,O~,O~,OG,OGS,DT,X(6),E(6,500),Y(6),F(4) 






C W=WEIGHT OF PEND. WT. El=LENGTH OF PEND. EC=ECCENTRICITY 




~ D EF I ~n:' PROBLEM PARA METERS - ·--···-- -- ---- --- ·------ ---- ·--·---· .. -- -- --- ------ - - - -
000A W=l~ . o 
0007 fl=5.0 
00n~ ~C=O.O 
.. 0009 -- ···- ---· NUM= 1000 
00 10 A=l.R 
0011 C.=3.r 
0012 A0= 0.2 
001'3 - -- . C0=0.4 
0014 A.Tl=l.l'; 0015 AT=htl+W*EL*FL/3~6.0 




00?0 P.=1960.0*5280 .0*12.0 
O'J?.l - - WL=75.C . 
00?2 OC=7.7.7*l.OS(38 .0/57.7.957~l*l.OE-C 5 
007~ Q~=7.27*SlN(38.0/~7.2q~78)*l.OE-05 
007.4 012=0.0 
-00?1)' - ----.. ------ ·- 0Vt=0 .0 -- ·----------·--·- ·- ·· 
0076 0~6=0.0 
c 
C DFFTNE INITIAL CON01T10NS 
0021 r~n.o 
007~ nT=O.Ol 
002Q X(l) =0.0 




_uc ~ 1 x ~ 4 '= '-' . c 0037 X (~l ~O . O oo3~ xr ~ >~I C00 . 0 . ob~4 ~ t7l~hT A~I((C * X t 6 l *OS )/(W*El+C*X C ~ l *OC)J 0 (1 3 5 - - ~~ ~ t T E t ~ , 7 7 ) . . · ·· -- - - ·· - ·- - ··· · 
0036 77 FnRMAT(T6 ,•T IMF •,T~2,'PS I',T35,'ALPHA 1 ,T52, 1 PHI 1 ,T64,'PSI 
1 T78, ' ~LPHA OO T',T93, 1 PHI OOT') 
__ 003_7 -c--·- \oi_R l TE ( ~, lOC l_T_, ~-- --·- ---
C DEFINE RtJNGF-KUTTA CONSTANTS 
oo~q on 5 r= 1, ~ 
003o 5 E(J,ll =O.O 
0040 00 10 K=l , NUM 
~041 L=l 064? ~Q ~ J=1,4 
r. o4~ _ Q8 6 1=1,6 -- - ·-·-·-- ·--- -------------0044 6 Y(I)=X(!)+E(I,Ll*F(J) 
f'n4'5 S1=SJN (Y< l ll 6A46 S?.= ST~ ( Y f?.ll 
0047 _ --··- __ -· Sl2=STN<?. . O*Y(ll)/2. 0 004~ S22=StNC7. . 0*Y(2))/2.0 
QA4o Cl =C0S fY(l)l 
nn~n cz=r.OS(Vf2ll 
.CC5l -- C~L L .nr~FGA .. -
c~~?. nn 1 I=l.6 00~3 7 CALL CONSTN(l,Jl 
oo54 e L=J 005~ . _, . ~- _ . T=T+DT _ . . . .. _ .. . - ·· ·----- __ _ 
ons~ no q t=l,~ 0 t) 57 q X ( I l =X <T J + ( E ( I, 1 ) + 2. 0* C E ( I , 2 l +E ( I , 3 ) l + E C I , 4) ) /6. 0 
onss rr.<XC3l-6.2831853ltO,lO,ll 
.0050 __ . lL N°I=X ( 3) /.6.2831953 .. _____________ ....;._.. __ 
006'1 FNP=NPT 
0061 X(3J= XC3l-F NP*6 .2831853 
0062 10 WQITEC3,100)T,X 
0061 _ 100 ~OP~ATlFll.4, .6F15.6L ____ _ , __ 
00':>4 srn~ 
006S F.NO 
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